We explore the behaviour of the inverse reduced density fluctuations and the isobaric expansion coefficient using α, ω-dibromoalkanes as an example. Two different states are revealed far from the critical point: the region of exponentially decaying fluctuations near the coexistence curve and the state with longer correlations under sufficiently high pressures. The crossing of the isotherms of the isobaric expansion coefficient occurs within the PVT range of the mentioned transition. We discuss the interplay of this crossing with the changes in molecular packing structure connected with the analysed function of the density, which represents inverse reduced volume fluctuations.
Introduction
The isobaric coefficient of thermal expansion is a thermoelastic property defined as α p ≡ −ρ −1 (∂ρ/∂T ) P and related to the thermal response of the system. This definition of the expansion coefficient refers both to a solid and a liquid phase. While the theory of the thermal expansion of solids is well developed and it is known that the thermal expansion in solid condensed systems is mainly caused by the anharmonicity of oscillations [1] , in the case of liquids, the understanding of this thermodynamic function in terms of molecular behaviour is still a challenge.
Extremely interesting is that the pressure dependence of the isotherms of thermal expansivity can exhibit anomalous behaviour in the case of simple liquids, i.e. isotherms present crossing in some characteristic pressure range, in which (∂α p /∂T ) P = 0. Although the first observation of this phenomenon is dated to the work by P.G. Bridgman [2] , its comprehensive studies have been evaluated during the last decades only [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . The curve, at which the derivative with respect to temperature vanishes, divides the p − T plane into two regions where (∂α p /∂T ) P > 0 and (∂α p /∂T ) P < 0. The latter corresponds to the anomalous volume expansion response to the increasing temperature.
Some single-phase equations of state, which can reproduce such a behaviour, as a rule postulate this crossing a priory and introduce several adjustments to this fact, as the modified repulsive contribution to the CarnahanStarling model [10] , the shifted Lennard-Jones pair potentials [11] or the spinodal hypothesis [5, 12, 13, 14] .
In our study, we consider the isothermal equation of state based on the continuation of the fluctuation law detected for a saturated liquid into the single-phase region. This approach results in the crossing of the thermal expansivity isotherms without any additional assumptions. As well, we discuss its background from the point of view of liquid structure characteristics.
The crossing of expansivity isotherms and molecular packing
The fluctuation model is based on the consideration of the inverse magnitude of reduced volume fluctuations. This quantity is determined as an inverse ratio of relative volume fluctuations in a condensed medium to their value for the hypothetical ideal gas at the same PVT thermodynamic condi-tions:
where µ 0 , R, T , ρ, β T are the molar mass, the gas constant, the temperature, the mass density and the isothermal compressibility correspondingly. It has been observed [15] that this parameter for simple real liquids and the model lattice fluid has the exponential dependence on the density
along the coexistence curve well below the critical point curve . The coefficients κ, b have a very weak dependence on the temperature and could be considered as constants with a reasonable accuracy [15, 16, 17] . The assumption of the same functional dependence the single-phase region of liquids taken under elevated pressure allows for a simple integration of Eq. (1) with the substituted (2). This procedure results in the two-parametric Fluctuation-based Tait-like isothermal Equation of State (FT-EoS)
which can be used for a prediction of the density along an isotherm [16] . Its further differentiation with respect to the temperature provides the expression for the isobaric expansion coefficient [17] 
Here in (3) and (4) the index 0 marks the values taken at the referent state: the data taken along the coexistence curve or at the normal pressure well below the critical point. Now let us show that the properties of Eq. (4) imply an existence of the crossing (∂α p /∂T ) P = 0 without any artificial assumptions. The derivative of α p defined by Eq. (4) with respect to the temperature at a constant pressure gives
For ρ = ρ 0 it reduces to ∂α 0 p /∂T P > 0. At the high-density asymptotics ρ >> ρ 0 , the exponential factor multiplied by the square bracket in (5) tends to zero and the rest terms,
taking into account the characteristic orders of the included thermodynamic values for the studied organic liquids such as n-alkanes and their halogenated. Rather, Eq. (6) provides an opportunity to check whether or not the crossing occurs based on the saturated data for α p and ρ of the compressed liquid calculated from Eq. (3) (or some other well-established isothermal approximation, say the classical Tait equation with known coefficients).
However, Eq. (6) is a crude estimator, which indicates the fact of existence (or nonexistence). The practical calculation of the proper density region requires an application of the full formula (5) with the substituted density determined by Eq. (3) under the given elevated pressure P . It should be also noted that Eq. (5) is the point-wise one with respect to the temperature, i.e. it implies the calculation along a single isotherm if the referent α P is known.
The present model was tested using experimental data concerning the density, the speed of sound and the thermal expansivity of α, ω-dibromoalkanes (1,3-dibromopropane to 1,6-dibromohexane [17] , dibromomethane [18] , and the results of recent new measurements for 1,2-dibromoethane [19] , which complete this series), a polar non-associated liquid in which important electrostatic intermolecular interactions occur due to the permanent dipole moments of the molecules. In addition, these compounds are characterized by the socalled intramolecular proximity effect [20] , according to which a change in the distance between two halogen atoms in the molecule causes a change in the molecular properties. Fig. 1 shows intervals, where the crossing occurs, for the series of α, ω-dibromoalkanes. They are quite close to the ones found experimentally [17, 18] although we use only the data measured at the normal conditions as referent ones.
The results shown in Fig. 1 confirm also general behaviour observed primarily in a homologous series of alkanes [8] , that the pressure range where all isotherms of thermal expansion coefficient intersect each other has a shift towards the lower-pressure region with increasing carbon atoms number in the alkane chain. One can see that all data points corresponding to densities below the ones denoted by the vertical dotted lines fall onto straight lines, which represent the coexistence-based exponential fit in semi-logarithmic co-ordinates. Further, the inverse reduced fluctuations depend on both the temperature and the density. The densities corresponding to these vertical lines correspond to the pressures of the crossing of the isobaric expansivity isotherms [17] shown in Fig. 1 .
Let us explore the transition between the exponential and non-exponential behaviours using dibromomethane as an example. It has been argued [15] that the mentioned exponential dependence of the fluctuation parameter emerges in the saturated mean-field lattice fluid model due to geometric packing constraints. The available data on dibromomethane allow for discussing of packing properties for a real liquid.
AIChE DIPPR 801 database provides V vdW = 2.268243·10 −4 m 3 /kg as the value of the van der Waals reduced volume for this substance. The packing density is determined as φ = ρV vdW . Therefore, the density range presented in Fig. 3 corresponds to φ ∈ [0.554, 0.595], which lies within the range of sphere packing from random loose packing (RLP) φ RLP = 0.555 ± 0.005 to random close packing (RCP) φ RCP = 0.635 ± 0.005 [21] .
At the same time, the detailed study of hard spheres random packing [22] revealed two additional structural changes at intermediate packing fractions φ i 1 ∼ 0.58 and φ i 2 ∼ 0.6. The characteristic interval of losing exponential universality denoted by the dotted and the dash-dotted lines in Fig. 3 corresponds to φ T ∈ [0.572, 0.576], i.e. close to the first of the listed values. Since the acentric factor of dibromomethane is not very large (0.20945) and φ T is far enough from RCP, it is admissible to refer to systems of spherical particles.
Note that for the more realistic model system, the Weeks-ChandlerAndersen (WCA) fluid [23] , which takes into account inter-particle pair interactions with the truncated and shifted Lennard-Jones potential, it has been found that the rigidity percolation transition also occurs at φ ≈ 0.58, the value coinciding with the glass transition of the hard-sphere liquid. However, neither WCA fluid nor dibromomethane exhibits vitrification around φ ≈ 0.57 − 0.58 due to a softeness of the interaction potential. The mentioned transition simply implies the proximity of nearest-neighbour molecules. As a result, the elastic properties of a fluid (ν ∼ (∂ρ/∂P ) −1 T ) are determined for φ > 0.58 by the equalizing of potential interaction of contacting molecules and their thermal energy. Consequently, the universal line of the inverse reduced volume fluctuations splits into a bundle of curves specific for each isotherm as it is visible in Fig. 3 .
This line of reasoning can be also supported from the point of view of a general approach of statistical physics to liquid structure. First of all, the considered parameter is directly connected with the compressibility equation [24] represented in the form
where the term multiplied by the density, is so-called the Kirkwood-Buff integral G(ρ, T ) taken over the pair correlation function h(r) = g(r) − 1 with the radial distribution function g(r). N A is Avogadro's constant. As it has been analysed in detail by Ben-Naim [25] , the value of the KirkwoodBuff integral for a one-component system has a strong dependence on the macroscopic density but loses the microscopic information on the details of intermolecular interactions.
Introducing the dimensionless length [25] r ′ = r/σ, where σ is the van der Waals diameter and the van der Waals volume [26] V vdW = πσ 3 /6, we can reduce the compressibility equation along an isotherm (i.e. for a fixed T , which is therefore omitted in the further notation) to the form
Here the Kirkwood-Buff integral G(ρ) has the same scale as in [25] , where it has been calculated for model systems (hard spheres and the dense LennardJones liquid) directly from the first principles of statistical physics. The estimation of G(ρ) for the considered case of dibromomethane around the revealed transition (log(ν) ≈ 0.39, φ ≈ 0.574) gives G = −0.89. Although the comparison is definitely semi-qualitative (due to a certain difference between the model and the real liquids), this value is within the boundary of the discussed range [25] corresponding to the universal asymptotic convergence of integral's value, which originates from a packing approaching to the close one.
The comparison of densities corresponding to the transition from the temperature-independent exponential to the temperature-dependent powerlaw fluctuations and the densities at the pressures corresponding to the intervals of (∂α p /∂T ) P = 0 location (Fig. 1) demonstrates their practical coincidence.
Thus, we can conclude that the crossing of expansivity isotherms is directly connected with the described structural transition of a normal liquid with holes (loose packing) to the liquid with irregularly closely packed particles and the line of crossing demarcate these two states. At the same time, it is not a "phase transition" in the strict sense due to the absence of a discontinuity of thermodynamic functions. Instead, it is more related to the hypothesis discussed by Randzio [27] about different excitability of the inner degrees of freedom and various lengths of the minimal separation between particles with different energies/temperatures as a key factor of different anomalies of the isobaric expansion coefficient. Finally, it should be pointed out that the deviations from the exponential behaviour are small for the considered substances and Eq. (4) provides a reasonable accuracy for the values of expansivity even after the crossing region. In fact, the relative error does not exceed 4% for 100 MPa for dibromomethane, see Fig. 4 . Here Eqs. (2)- (4) are used with the constants κ = 0.0035 m 3 /kg, b = −4.94, the referent sets ρ 0 , α 0 P are taken at the normal pressure from [18] .
The accuracy is even better for longer chained dibromoalkanes: within the range of 1.5%, see the recently published work [17] . This effect can be explained by the decreasing of the proximity effect for substances, which contain lower proportion of halogen atoms in their molecular composition.
Conclusion and outlook
The knowledge of thermal expansion coefficient is crucial for the designing of chemical processes as well as for the progress of thermodynamic theories. Herein, the new isothermal equation of state (FT-EoS) provides the method of its calculation and allows the discussion of its behaviour in connection with the fluctuational and structural properties of a liquid.
It is easy to show that the first term in Eq. 4 can be rewritten in the form α 0 p [ρ 0 ν(ρ 0 ) /ρν(ρ) ] i.e. as a ratio of combinations ρν(ρ), which were first considered in the work [28] as the "reciprocal compressibility". It has been shown there that this quantity itself may exhibit isotherm crossing due to a difference of structural changes (second derivative of the entropy) and force changes (second derivative of the internal energy) under the elevated pressure. This observation motivated the analysis of the isotherm crossing phenomenon in connection with the characteristic Zeno line and the Boyle volume [29] . Recently, the attention to this topic is revitalized [30, 31] as a background for the revealing configurational and thermal components in the statistical physics description of liquid state.
In addition, the approach considered has a certain interplay with the problems of transitions between quantitatively different diffusion regimes in soft matter systems at growing density. As it has been discussed in [15] , the inverse reduced fluctuations ν correspond to the reduced coefficient of self-diffusion. At the same time, recent numerical studies [32, 33, 34] show the transition from the normal (with exponentially decaying correlations) diffusion to the suppressed one governed by the volume occupancy. Due to the similarity of description and observed effects, one can suppose that the sophisticated methods developed in the theory of anomalous stochastic processes may improve understanding of classical liquid state physics and, visa versa, the approach based on the inverse reduced fluctuations, which are determined by the macroscopic thermodynamic values (the density, the isothermal compressibility) may simplify the study of complex diffusion processes replacing much more difficult tracing of individual walkers in the case of real substances.
Finally, FT-EoS has also several practical advantages over the other methods aimed on the modelling of the thermal expansivity in the case of liquids. First, the proposed model is accurate and reliable over the liquid region. Moreover, its structure is also relatively simple, which yields reliable thermal expansivity values by fitting two parameters only, and does not require measurements at elevated pressures. Thus, our new model also satisfies the demands on accuracy for chemical engineering applications.
